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Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts
Texas Edition

Grade Kindergarten

This life processes and living things bundle includes 18 
comprehensive Activity Guides designed to provide teachers 
with a new method of presenting lessons. The use of the die-
cutting machine gives all students equal opportunities to 
collaborate and participate fully in the lessons and produce 
personalized work that is both visually appealing and also an 
effective record of their learning.

The Activity Guides in this bundle focus particularly on Science 
and Personal, Social, Health Education and Citizenship. Each 
Activity Guide also provides suggestions for incorporating 
relevant aspects of Government and global initiatives into 
each lesson.

Students will be able to make and care for their own virtual 
pet. There is also an activity where studnets can make a visual 
record of the stages in the life cycle of a butterfly.

There are opportunities to sort living things based on their 
characteristics and look at the symmetry in some animals. 

Students are also encouraged to compare the external body 
parts of animals and make observations about the features 
of a range of animals. The large habitat display encourages 
pupils to consider where a range of different animals might be 
found and discuss the reasons for this.

The word web features the high frequency words in an eye 
catching display and students can make their own mini books 
featuring adjectives to describe a variety of animals.

The “Who is it?” game provides students with the opportunity to 
play a game to help them distinguish between living and non 
living things, plants and animals. Opportunities are provided 
to create and use a giant sorting key. The Reactions activity 
encourages students to write poems based on their responses 
to different living things. Students are encouraged to present 
research about the environment in a visual way.

Students are able to reflect on and discuss how animals 
adapt to a day or night environment. Life processes in plants 
allows students to record their understanding of green plants. 
A new way of recording the results of an investigation is 
suggested. The pollination activity allows students to create a 
working display of how insects help to pollinate flowers.

LIFE PROCESSES & 
LIVING THINGS

Activity Guides

Action Based Curriculum
24307 Magic Mountain Pkwy 131

Valencia, Ca, 91355
T: 661 414 5012
F: 800 578 5191

E: enquiries@abcurriculum.com 

www.abcurriculum.com

>
978-1-908012-29-6

I am going 
skateboarding in 
the park with my 

friend
Action Based Curriculum

24307 Magic Mountain Pkwy 131
Valencia, Ca, 91355

T: 661 414 5012
F: 800 578 5191

E: enquiries@abcurriculum.com 

www.abcurriculum.com

21st CENTURY SCHOOLS MODULE

Activity Guide

Healthy Me
The ‘Healthy Me’ resource has been designed to support educators in
delivering a series of personalized activities based on different aspects of 
students’ lives.

Live & Learn 21st Century Schools Modules are designed to be delivered to 
a small group of students in an after school setting over a period of weeks. 
This Module contains curriculum-linked discussion points, step-by-step 
instructions and resources needed to enable each student to complete 
a ‘healthy’ book using a selection of their own photographs and die-cut 
shapes. Modules are also linked to other relevant Government and global 
initiatives. Modules can be delivered to meet your own time constraints and 
needs of students given their flexible nature.

>
978-1-908012-38-8
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TPS Publishing Inc. and Partners
TPS Publishing Inc. has been created and is owned 
predominantly by experienced teachers, specifically to 
improve the success of each student. 
TPS believe that a strong teacher/parent/student 
relationship is integral to obtaining the best results by 
helping students to master the content and skills required by 
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills.

AB Curriculum has a vision to provide access to education 
for all students, for them to really enjoy learning and to 
become life long learners. 
AB Curriculum help students to access learning through 
their fun, action based, and fully inclusive crafting and 
reader activity book materials.

The mission of CeMaST is to stimulate, conduct and 
support integrative science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics education activities. CeMaST has 
been building a national reputation for developing and 
supporting highly successful STEM activities and education. 

Invicta Education has a product range, which takes children 
from familiar themes into new learning opportunities 
and experiences. Invicta products encourage students 
to observe and identify, investigate and collect, record, 
organize and analyze. Most importantly students are 
encouraged to take action for themselves.
 

Archway is a phonetic scheme designed to help people of 
all ages to read, write and spell. Archway uses games, DVDs, 
books, cards and exercises to help students develop their 
language skills. 
   

All major components of the program are 
available in both print and digital format.
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TPS Publishing Inc. and Partners

Ellison Educational Equipment is the pioneer and global 
market leader of die cutting products. Ellison take pride in 
delivering best of class, high quality products to meet the 
ever-changing demands of both the educational and arts 
industry. 
Now generations of educators are able to tap into and 
leverage Ellison’s award-winning education products and 
curriculum for their classroom teaching needs.

Musically Aligned is committed to providing valuable 
instructional resources that improve academic stimulation 
and achievement through the use of music. 
The creators combined their passion for music and learning 
to create Musically Aligned, a standards-based educational 
music production and resource company that aligns original 
songs and materials to state academic standards.

Digital Frog International are an innovative and enthusiastic 
software company, dedicated to creating high-quality 
educational, multimedia programs with an ecological focus. 
Digital Frog International aim to make a difference to the way 
people view the natural world. The computer-based learning 
tools encourage a lifelong interest in, and respect for, the 
world around us. Providing accurate, detailed information in 
an interesting and engaging way.

Avimba’s fantastic software enables the creation of a secure 
teacher, parent, student circle in which student work can be 
stored. Using this software all student work can be uploaded 
into a secure communal network in which teachers and 
parents can review the work, make comments and keep track 
of student progress. Students can also learn using the fun 
and educational Avimba apps.
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Introduction
TPS Publishing Inc. and partners have constructed the ‘Creative Science 
Curriculum with STEM, Literacy and Arts’ program with the intent to enhance the 
Science learning and teaching in schools in your state.

Through adhering to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills student 
expectations and break outs for Science, the program presents Science as 
a way of thinking and learning, incorporating literacy skills necessary for 
academic success in acquiring Science as an academic language. 

The program has been built through a collaborative effort by several 
companies, each of which have expertise in Science instructional design. They 
share a commitment to activity-based instruction. The diversity of writers and 
perspectives ensures that the material is inclusive.

We provide four key inquiry based component areas;

TPS Publishing Inc. - Science is a Verb inquiry based laboratories written to 
introduce each science topic so that students and teachers see the science 
happen before using textbooks. Misconceptions are highlighted so they are 
not passed onto students.
TPS Publishing Inc. - Traditional activity based lesson plans using 
manipulatives, provided by Invicta Education, exactly aligned to each TEKS.
STEM project based learning cycles – Illinois State University provides 
wonderful activities, via learning cycles, especially useful as a visual 
assessment tool and for advanced learners covering a group of TEKS 
including Scientific Investigation and Reasoning.
Crafting projects – Aligned to each of the K - 5 TEKS. TPS with Action Based 
Curriculum provide nasen approved projects which are a by TEKS visual 
assessment tool, and are inclusive but particularly useful for far below grade 
students, ELL and special education users.

Each set of lesson plans complement each other; together they cover the full 
criteria of your state requirements and offer a wonderful activity-based learning 
program with all writers basing content on grade specific literacy materials.
Our team utilize a ‘by breakout, by student expectation, by TEKS and or learning 
cycle structure’ , which engages students in active interaction with the content. 
This approach is based on the concept that we all learn best by doing, rather 
than simply listening or watching. 
Our Professional Learning Opportunities also utilize the “learn by doing” 
philosophy and methodology. Participants understand the “how” and the “why” 
of the pedagogy by experiencing and engaging in Science. 

•

•

•

•
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Introduction Science is a Verb 
Science is a Verb provide associate short labs, which help teachers to direct a 
science concept and engage students in hands-on interactive learning. This 
resource also provides support for teachers who are more comfortable with 
inquiry based learning. 

If you are a teacher who is taking their first “dive” into hands-on Science, the 
background material is designed to provide enough structure to help support 
the organization of the lab and its materials.

Most of the materials are commonly found in local supermarkets and 
department stores at a nominal cost. 

Students are required to complete these short labs, yet the critical portion of 
any lab is to have a thorough discussion of the results and student thinking 
after the experiment is completed. It is suggested that you take as much time 
as the experiment to have this discussion with students. The real learning 
occurs not from the hands-on experiment, but from a deep discussion of the 
experiment, while making connections to the concept they are learning. Even 
without a strong Science background, get into the habit of asking questions. 

Science is a Verb is recommended as a way to teach basic science concepts. 
This can then be built on using the traditional lesson plans. Finally, we suggest 
that the STEM products are used as an assessment or review activity.

Just remember that Science is a VERB!

Science Is A Verb!
Grade 5

Texas Edition

ISBN 978-1-847004-15-4

Let’s do it!
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The traditional textbooks provide the building blocks of our program 
and we provide a Teacher and Student Edition for each grade.  

Arranged by grade and by strand, the textbook is organized 
specifically to empower teachers by building their knowledge and 
understanding of Science in a way that is comprehensive but does 
not sacrifice its integrity.  

Teacher Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 

Features of the textbook are: 
Science language
Time required to teach lesson
Vocabulary
Materials required
Objective
What students should know 
already
Lesson structure with step by 
step Introduction, Middle, and 
Summary.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lesson activity
Extension activity
Support for SEN and ELL
Teacher assessment notes - a 
table to make notes on student 
attainment
Student exercises
Common misconceptions
In the classroom extensions
In the home extensions

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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The TEKS, student 
expectations and 
breakouts are printed 
clearly at the beginning 
of each section. 

The vocabulary required 
for the TEKS is included in 
the Science Language 
section.  For teachers with 
ELL students this is a key 
component of the program.
In the student textbook one 
full page is used to display 
the words. The vocabulary 
pages are included on the 
Blackline Master CD Rom. 
We encourage study of 
the Science vocabulary as 
homework.

Detailed step-by-step 
lesson plans are provided 
for every TEKS, student 
expectation and each 
breakout.  The TEKS, 
student expectations and 
breakouts are printed on 
every page.

Support is provided 
for SEN and ELL 
students within each 
lesson plan.  
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Student Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 

Student exercises are visual 
and engaging.
The teacher tips and 
answers are removed from 
the student sections.

Clear diagrams 
are provided and 
labeled.

Classroom activities can be 
completed using sharing 
boards, used throughout the 
program. This provides instant 
feedback for the teacher.
Sharing boards can be 
bought or made cheaply.

Teacher Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 

Teacher tips are provided to 
help new teachers.
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Student exercises are visual 
and engaging.
The teacher tips and answers 
are removed from the 
student sections.

Literacy and 
mathematics 
underpin the 
program.  Students 
focus on key 
vocabulary in each 
strand and activities 
linked to both literacy 
and mathematics.
Students perform 
better if they 
recognize and 
can apply science 
language and 
mathematics skills.

Student Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 

Teacher Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 
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Common misconceptions 
highlight incorrect 
conclusions which can 
be made by students and 
advizes ways to avoid these 
mistakes.  Investigations 
provide more Science 
focused activities that can 
be used throughout the 
school day.

At the end of each strand 
an At Home page appears.
This page is provided so 
that families can work 
together to cover content.

Literacy underpins 
the program.  
Students focus on key 
vocabulary in each 
strand.

Students perform 
better if they 
recognize and 
can apply Science 
language

Student Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 
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Assessment Database
We encourage benchmark and continual assessment of each student by 
breakout, by student expectation, by TEKS, by grade. Effective and efficient 
instruction relies on accurate assessment. The Creative Science Curriculum 
encourages two types of assessment; visual lesson plan activities and quizzes/
tests. Visual assessment consists of watching students perform activities, such 
as found in STEM Project Editions or Arts projects. The Assessment Database 
houses over 2,200 assessment questions categorized by grade, TEKS, student 
expectation, breakout and ability level. 

In the center of the 
screen you can choose 
whether you want to use 
Below, At or Above grade 
questions.  You can also 
select grades in this box.

In the right hand box 
questions are displayed 
on the standards you 
have selected.  If you 
would like to remove a 
question simply uncheck 
the box.

Student Textbook - 
Traditional Lesson Plans 

Clicking the preview 
button shows the 
questions which you 
have chosen and the 
form the test will take 
including lines for the 
student to fill in their 
name and class.

Open the 
assessment 
database. 
The first 
screen shows 
the grades 
available.  
Choose the 
grade to 
assess.

On the next 
screen select 
which TEKS 
you would 
like to assess 
on the left 
hand side.
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TPS Publishing Inc. have worked with a number of partner companies to ensure 
this program is as comprehensive, inclusive and fun as possible! 

Throughout the traditional teacher textbook, you will see various symbols. Each 
of these symbols represents one of our partner companies and shows that at 
this point, in alignment with that particular TEKS, student expectation and/or 
break out, there are appropriate support materials.

Ellison Educational Equipment is the pioneer and global 
market leader of die cutting products. Ellison takes pride in 
delivering best of class, high quality products to meet the 
ever-changing demands of both the educational and arts 
industry. 
Ellison have created Modeling Science lesson plans and 
associated videos. These resources provide instruction 
to create a scientific representation from volcanoes to 
dioramas. Each lesson plan is aligned to a TEKS for grades K 
- 5 and also includes an ELPS connection.

Digital Frog International are an innovative, enthusiastic, 
software company, dedicated to creating high-quality 
educational, multimedia programs with an ecological focus. 
Digital Frog International have numerous interactive products 
including; Cell Matrix, Digital Frog and Rainforest Field Trip. 
Together we have ensured their products support varied TEKS 
throughout the grades 6 - 8.

TPS Publishing Inc. have developed short science lesson 
plans and activities, to support a variety of the grade K - 5 
TEKS. These lesson plans use sports people to provide a real-
life example of how life processes work, why energy, forces 
and motion are so important to human life, and how to 
develop fair tests in a scientific setting.

Musically Aligned is committed to providing valuable 
instructional resources that improve academic stimulation 
and achievement through the use of music.
Each song helps to reinforce scientific concepts uses within 
each TEKS.

Support Materials
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Ellison Inc.  are a well known provider of die cutting machine equipment and 
die shapes.

Ellison Inc. have created, from scratch, a series of lesson plans for teachers to 
review with or reteach students content of each strand K - 5.

A matching video for the teacher will hugely assist teachers who may be 
concerned with art. The die cutting machine does all the intricate work, and 
these communications based lesson plans with videos will greatly aid all 
struggling students.

Often making models will unravel misconceptions for students.

The low text results in all English Language Learners being able to master the 
science content through art projects. Ellison Inc. also include ELPS links in each 
lesson plan to ensure continued vocabulary learning.

Modeling Science

©2013 Ellison  All rights reserved.     T13-0015

TEXAS ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

112.14. Science, Grade 3

    (9)  Organisms and environments. The student knows that organisms have
          characteristics that help them survive and can describe patterns, cycles,
          systems, and relationships within the environments. The student is expected
          to identify the flow of energy in a food chain.

112.15. Science, Grade 4

    (9)  Organisms and environments. The student knows and understands that living
          organisms within an ecosystem interact with one another and with their
          environment. The student is expected to investigate that most producers 
          need sunlight to make their own food, while consumers are dependent on
          other organisms for food.

    (10)  Organisms and environments. The student knows that organisms undergo
            similar life processes and have structures that help them survive within their
            environment. The student is expected to explore how adaptations enable
            organisms to survive in their environment.

112.16. Science, Grade 5

    (9)  Organisms and environments. The student knows that there are relationships,
          systems, and cycles within environments. The student is expected to
          describe how the flow of energy derived from the Sun, used by producers to
          create their own food, is transferred through a food chain to consumers. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY STANDARDS

4.F.2. ELP, T: K-12, S: 6-12

Cross-curricular second language acquisition/reading. The ELL reads a
          variety of texts for a variety of purposes with an increasing level of
          comprehension in all content areas. ELLs may be at the beginning, 
          intermediate, advanced, or advanced high stage of English language
          acquisition in reading. In order for the ELL to meet grade-level learning
          expectations across the foundation and enrichment curriculum, all instruction
          delivered in English must be linguistically accommodated (communicated,
          sequenced, and scaffolded) commensurate with the student’s level of English
          language proficiency. For kindergarten and first grade, certain of these
          student expectations apply to text read aloud for students not yet at the
          stage of decoding written text. The student is expected to use visual and
          contextual support to enhance and confirm understanding.

OBJECTIVE

 Create dimensional displays to analyze and discuss relationships between
    organisms living in the plains habitat.

Student Lesson

Continued Page 1 of 2

25862 Commercentre Drive      Lake Forest, CA 92630      800.253.2238      FAX 800.253.2240      ellisoneducation.com

3-5 Plains Habitat Diorama
Use the Prairie Dog, Sunflower and Grasshopper to create dioramas of the plains habitat.

Main

Main #2

Alignment to 
ELPS standards is 
referenced within 
each lesson 
plan.
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Digital Frog

Science Matrix: cell
Structure & Function
Cells and their components are 
brought to life for primary and 
secondary school pupils with 
enquiry-based learning that both 
engages and informs. Includes 
integrated assessment and built-in 
universal accessibility.
Named one of the world’s five best 
e-Science multimedia products at 
the World Summit Awards.

the Digital FielD trip SerieS
Each Digital Field Trip encourages pupils to 
explore and discover the wonders of various 
ecosystems, with interactive virtual reality, 
activities and dozens of content screens. 
Thematic treatments cover a range of
curriculum topics.

The Digital Field Trip to The Wetlands
The Digital Field Trip to The Rainforest
The Digital Field Trip to The Desert

Each Digital Field Trip is available separately 
or bundled.

•
•
•

the Digital Frog 2.5
Dissection, Anatomy and Physiology. 
Excellent P.C. based supplement or 
replacement for a wet lab.
Pupils interactively perform a full dissection 
guided by instructive text, images and 
full-screen videos. The accompanying 
anatomy and physiology section teaches the 
functioning of every major body system, with 
comparisons to human anatomy.

Key benefits that set DFI software apart
• meets a wide range of curriculum requirements at many grade levels
• makes Science fun and accessible
• engages pupils in a variety of learning activities
• interactive concept maps ensure users never get lost
• includes modifiable workbook materials
• definitions on every word and pronunciations for Scientific words                  
   accommodate readers of all levels
• built-in text-to-speech helps blind, ESL and auditory learners

The Digital Frog 2

2  •  Circulatory System

4 The heart is a complex organ and the “heart” of the circulatory system. (It is interesting to note
how the word has come to mean “center” or “most important part”.) Review the animated
diagram and label the parts of the heart.

Specify the order of blood vessels an
oxygen molecule entering the lungs would
pass through on the way to the tissues:

Lungs

Capillaries

Venules

Veins

Heart

Arteries

Arterioles

Capillaries

Tissues

Left truncus arteriosus

Right truncus
arteriosus

Right cranial
vena cava

Right atrium

Conus arteriosus

Ventricle

Cartoid arch
Systemic arch

Pulmocutaneous
arch
Left cranial
vena cava

Entrance of
pulmonary veins

Pulmonary vein

Left atrium

Entrance from
sinus venosus

Caudal vena cava

5 a. Which veins carry oxygenated blood?
Pulmonary veins (from lungs to heart)

b. Which arteries carry deoxygenated
blood?
Pulmonary arteries (from heart to
lungs)

Consider the plumbing in your house. The
water enters under pressure and the waste
water is drained using gravity and a series
of valves to prevent backflow. If you
imagine the house is a frog’s body, this can
be compared to the blood vessels.
The incoming pipes can be compared to
the:
Arteries
The drainage system is similar to the
Veins

6

7
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Musically Aligned has developed instructional science songs, which are 
aligned to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Grades K - 5.

There are up to 37 instructional science songs available depending upon the 
grade selected. 

Each song can be delivered with the use of reproducible lyric sheets, which will 
enable all students to access the science content and vocabulary. Each song 
is also available as an instrumental version, which enables student ownership 
and/or performance!

Musically Aligned have 
developed their product using 
relevant implementation 
techniques created from 
research-based, classroom-
tested methods.

Help students to have fun 
while learning science content 
and language!

Musically Aligned
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Science with Literacy 
Activity Reader Book

Amelia Rose Explores
Amelia Rose Explores combines scientific concepts with literacy and art for 
grades K - 8.

We particularly recommend Amelia Rose 
Explores to be used with ELL, special 
education and below grade students 
within grades K - 5.

For grades K - 5 each TEKS is written to, with 
student expectations and breakouts also 
covered for K - 2. Each lesson plan includes 
a variety of approaches to the topic;

Story - the students follow Amelia Rose 
through her own experiences, troubles 
and successes within her science 
learning experience.
Let’s Talk About It - discussion is a key 
part of all of our lesson plans. Students 
learn more effectively when they are 
able to speak to one another as well 
as their teachers.
Let’s Do It - mini activities, which keep 
the students focused and interested. 
We believe that science is best learned when doing something.
Stop, Look, Think! - students are required to spend time thinking about the 
topic of the lesson. This helps students to formulate their own thoughts and 
opinions, which can then be shared and if necessary, corrected.

Stop, Think, Draw - students are asked to 
complete a drawing, which is then used in the 
following crafting section of the lesson. 
Stop, Think, Craft - students create their own 
craft item; poster, 3D Volcano, mind maps and 
concertina shapes are just some examples. 
By the end of the lesson students will have their 
own personalized craft item to be proud of!

By using this component students will enjoy 
learning about science by talking, thinking, 
doing and crafting.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Science through art is a component of our 
program, which addresses each TEKS for grades 
K - 8. This component is perfect for use with ELL, 
special education and below grade students 
within grades K - 5.

Each lesson plan maintains a format, which 
makes it extremely easy to follow for all teachers, 
whether used to using art in combination with 
core subjects, or completely new to this idea.

Lesson objective - each lesson plan contains a 
lesson objective, which will help teachers to plan 

when to use each lesson, as well as help to maintain a focus to each class.
Preparation - students may need to work individually, in pairs or in groups, 
which will require different space allowances.
Materials - most of the materials used can be found in the recycling box or 
can be bought very cheaply from local stores. Die machines and dies are 
used throughout these lesson plans, which can be sourced directly from 
ourselves. Invicta manipulatives have also been included for use within most 
lesson plans. Invicta produce fantastic, affordable and strong manipulatives 
perfect for every day use within your classroom.
Time - some lesson plans may require longer than a usual class session.
Story - each lesson plan contains a story, which continues from the Amelia 
Rose Explores resource. This helps students to see scientific concepts being 
learned in a real-life way, and can help to focus students in their learning.
Exercises - students will be required to complete a variety of exercises within 
each lesson. By having students ‘doing’ the science with art, they can take 
part in a fully inclusive, hands-on and ultimately fun class. Inspire learning 
through creativity!
Summary statement - students will develop their own summary statements 
about the lesson. This will help teachers to 
confirm understanding of the topic with each 
student; any misconceptions can then be 
addressed. It will also help students to gain a 
sense of achievement if they can recognize what 
they have learned.

After each lesson, students will have their own 
personalized science through art item, which they 
can take home or even use as a display item.

By using this component students will enjoy 
learning about science by talking, thinking, doing 
and crafting.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Science Through Art
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It is always difficult in elementary  school for teachers to design materials for 
after school clubs.

We have provided two sets of materials.

Science after school Club
We have chosen to provide two key sets of materials for science after school clubs.

Recycled Science - 
The author is a teacher who wants science to be taught using only materials 
from a recycled bin as a project within which students can really comprehend 
natural resources and reusability.
Teaching or reteaching scientific concepts using 99% recyclable materials 
straight from your recycling box!

Critical Thinking in Science -
This is a valuable review resource for all students. It reviews most key topics of K 
8 learning in two volumes.
The program is literacy based and is inclusive. The author, an elementary 
school district science coordinator, wants science and literacy to be taught to 
ensure that students learn science language.
Use these exercises to have students practise their science vocabulary. Each 
exercise can be used as a homework assignment, review or in preparation for 
exams. Students will write their answers to common exam questions, and then 
read an ideal answer. Students will be able to identify where they can improve 
their writing and general understanding before exam time.

Personal, social and Health after school Club - 

Wonderful resources are provided for arts cross curricular projects by Action 
Based Curriculum.
The topics are all science related for example; humans and other animals, wild 
animals, life processes, down on the farm. All topics include a wide range of 
personal, social and health education discussion points or activities. Students 
will learn that these social elements are an extremely important part of their 
education.

    After School Clubs
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TPS Publishing has compiled a library of resources, which include a wide variety 
of components all approaching science from a different angle. The resources 
within this library have been designed to provide teachers with materials, which 
will help to reteach or reinforce already learned scientific concepts. Over the 
course of a school year teachers are expected to cover a lot of information, 
therefore students are expected to learn a lot of different concepts. The 
resources within this library enable teachers to cover already learned concepts 
with short and interesting activities or exercises, later in the year, to remind 
students of what they have already learned.

Within this library TPS Publishing are including such resources as:
SMILE - lesson plans, which promote the combined learning of Science, Math 
and Literacy.
Sharks - a mini interest project.

These are just a few examples from among many others.

•

•

 Reteach Library

Invicta has been providing high quality innovative educational products for 
over 50 years. 

Their award winning manipulatives are fun to use, very robust and affordable.

Invicta Education has a product range, which takes children from familiar 
themes into new learning opportunities and experiences. 

Invicta products encourage students to observe and identify, investigate and 
collect, record, organize and analyze. 

Most importantly students are encouraged to take action for themselves. 

    Invicta Manipulatives
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Beginning of a strand

Determine best possible strategy to address needs, individually and/or collectively

Direct 
instruction with 

practice

Know but do not 
understand

Need creative 
approach

Science is a 
Verb lab and 

TPS Publishing 
traditional 

textbook lessons

STEM 
Projects

Arts and crafts, 
which may 

include activity 
guides and 

reader books

Next 

TEKS

Determine student’s initial understanding using TPS assessment database, visual assessments                                                               
such as STEM or Arts or informal assessment strategies.

Assess student understanding of TEKS by using TPS assessment database and/or visual assessments such as STEM or Crafting

From data and observations, determine if students are ready to move on to the next TEKS or if more instructional time is needed.

All instruction supported by Parent/Teacher Guide, Craft Packs and Kits, Invicta Manipulatives, and 
Professional Development
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Beginning of a strand

Determine best possible strategy to address needs, individually and/or collectively

Determine student’s initial understanding using TPS assessment database, visual assessments                                                               
such as STEM or Arts or informal assessment strategies.

Additional 
individual help

Additional 
individual help

Focus
Tutorials, 
AVIMBA

Archway 
Literacy, Ellison 

lessons and 
videos, AVIMBA

Universal 
Access 

Alternative 
lessons

Assess student understanding of TEKS by using TPS assessment database and/or visual assessments such as STEM or Crafting

From data and observations, determine if students are ready to move on to the next TEKS or if more instructional time is needed.

All instruction supported by Parent/Teacher Guide, Craft Packs and Kits, Invicta Manipulatives, and 
Professional Development

Language 
difficulties

Assessment

Decision

Instruction
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   STEM Project Editions

The STEM Project Edition, for grades K through 5, takes science instruction 
to a whole new level. Students learn TEKS content by using science in fun 
projects. They design and build a variety of devices and use science to explore, 
describe, and predict their operation. STEM projects work well as a visual 
assessment at the beginning or end of a unit of instruction. They also can be 
used to tie unrelated concepts together. Scientific Investigation and Reasoning 
are clearly addressed and utilized in every project. 

Explore 

Describe 

Use It

All activities are written in a three-part learning 
Cycle format that allows students to learn by 
experiencing the concept, not just hearing about it.

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 5

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art
Texas Edition

Teacher Project Edition

Grade K Grade 2 Grade 4

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art

Teacher Project Edition

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art

Teacher Project Edition

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art

Texas Edition 

Teacher Project Edition

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art
Texas Edition

Teacher Project Edition

Creative Science Curriculum 
with

STEM, Literacy and Art
Texas Edition

Teacher Project Edition
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   STEM Project Editions

Use a PB & J sandwich 
to understand a tectonic 
plate and to see how they 
work.

Students learn how cranes 
and other equipment use
energy to apply force to do 
work.

Students learn how 
structures and functions 
of plants and animals 
allow them to survive in a 
particular environment.

Have No Fear!
“STEM” is a buzz word. 
However the University 
writers have been creating 
STEM lesson plans for two 
decades.

The instructions are clear 
and concise.

Teachers can receive 
excellent professional 
development at their 
school or at the University.

Have no fear, we are here 
to help you deliver STEM 
activities.
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We all know the importance of good cooperation and support from home. TPS 
represents “Teachers, Parents, Students”. 
The program’s Parent Guide provides information and ideas for how parents 
can work with the teachers to enhance the education of their child.
The guide has three key sections; Our philosophy for teaching science, the 
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, Literacy and Coaching by TEKS, by grade. 
The coaching guide is a great tool to unravel misconceptions and or to make 
available for substitute teachers.

Teacher/Parent Guide

Blackline Master
The usual master sheets are included for your use.
In addition we provide the Student Textbook vocabulary and At Home pages 
together with the literacy worksheets, which are by TEKS and provide useful 
homework or further class assessment materials.

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Teacher/Parent 
Coaching & Literacy Guide

Blackline Master

The literacy worksheets mentioned 
in the Parent Guide are provided on 
the teacher blackline master.
Parents can be confident that by 
completing the worksheets they are 
assisting their children master the 
science content in each  year. 
At Home activities are also provided 
in each Student Textbook.
The data can all be stored in AVIMBA.
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Blackline Master

Focus Tutorial and 
K - 5 Workbooks

The focused tutorial is a HTML presentation, 
which can be run from the web, local 
server or personnel device, covering 
Science content in each grade. It is 
recommended for use for students 
who really struggle with traditional 
textbook learning, either due to low 
English Language skills or other special 
educational needs.  It can also be useful 
to students with gaps in learning who are 
At Grade.

Student Exercise

1

Archway
One of our teacher/writers, Lynda Lunn, 
has made it her mission to help students 
to be able to read and to write. 
We provide this mini program to assist 
all of the ELL students in your classes. 
By using the focus tutorial, Ellison video 
content, art projects and Archway;   
ELL students progress more quickly.

Focus Tutorial

A reference guide to use with the Archway cards
plus further information to help you with 

the English Language

Creative Core Curriculum
Mathematics

with
Literacy and STEM

ACTIVITIES USING THE 
CARDS

There are three sizes of large (uncut) 
cards:  LETTER,  A3 and  A2. They can be 
cut up into smaller cards these sizes: 

The uncut cards can be put on the wall as 
posters or they can be cut up and used 
for the games and activities. 

It is best to use scissors for the cutting.
For younger children the corners could 
be rounded and the black edges removed 
so that the cards fit more easily when 
matching them to the large cards.

The following information is important:

Draw the same small symbol or add 
a small blob of color with a permanent 
marker, behind the number on the back 
of each set of the cards as you cut them.  
Then, after a game, they can be sorted 
back into their original sets easily. 

You can hold the uncut card up to the 
light back to front and do the markings 
before you start cutting.

If you use dry marker pens, protect 
the uncut cards by placing them 
one each in their own clear plastic 
wallet.

The uncut cards can be cut into strips across 
the sheet.  These can be placed around the room 
as a frieze.

 a  b  c  d  e  f  g  h  i  j  k  l  m  n  o  p  q  

The strips can be joined together into one long 
strip and can be stood up on the table to
remind you of the letters when you are writing.
All the sets can be used like this.

Or join the strip together to make a circle with 
the words facing out.  The circle can be stood 
up on the table or hung up as a mobile.  Use 
the edges you have cut off for the ‘arms’ of the 
mobile.

a b
 c 

d e
 f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Grade 4Grade 3 Grade 5

We provide digital format 
workbooks K - 5.  

Review exercises by TEKS 
provide wonderful resources 
to use before examinations 
in conjunction with the 
Assessment Database 
questions.  

The workbook can be used in 
the classroom and/or at home. 
The product can be purchased 

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Creative Science Curriculum
with

STEM, Literacy and Arts

Texas Edition

Workbook

Grade 1Grade K Grade 2
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AB Curriculum 
Activity Guides and Craft Packs

Students really enjoy craft activities, especially when using a die cutting 
machine. If they are tied directly to required science concepts and 
reading, even better. Our Activity Guides and Educational Paper Craft 
Packs provide exciting projects for both teachers and students. Imagine 
on the first day of a new school year starting with “All about me”. In about 
two hours all students will be communicating and working as a team.

Activity Guide Topics are:  I Love My Life, Family, Healthy Me, Baby Science 
parts 1-4, Community, Enterprise, Magic Math, Word Play, Antibullying, 
Humans and Other Animals, Life Processes, Going Green, Safety on the 
Internet, I Love my Pet, Olympic Games, My Family, Transitions Pre school 
to Elementary, Transitions Elementary to Middle, Stay Safe, Going for 
Goals, Emotions, Handling Data, Food, Nature, Wild Animals, Transport, 
Understanding Shape, Farm Animals.

Educational Paper Craft Packs are:  All About Me, Family Tree, Ancient 
Egypt, Back to School, Careers, Communication, Down on the Farm, 
Ecosystems, Knight in Shining Armor, Music, My Home, My Journey, My Planet, 
Pretty as a Princess, School Days, Solar System, Sports, Transportation, Wheels 
in Motion, Birthday, Friends, I love my Pet, 
My Vacation, Sleepover.

Key Stage 1 & 2/Age 5-11

PARTNERSHIP

LEA
R

N
IN

G
IN

I don’t want to 
be here, I wish 

they would leave 
me alone.

21st CENTURY SCHOOLS MODULE

Activity Guide

Anti-Bullying
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AB Curriculum 
Activity Guides and Craft Packs

Digital Content
Digital content of all products is accessed from the TPS website.  

A license can be purchased by school and or by district and logon details 
provided for each.

All content can be downloaded, stored and accessed on digital and hand 
held devices as required.

To see sample of all digital content within the program go to; 
http://www.tpspublishing.com/samples/
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   Digital Content
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   Digital Content
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Professional Development

On line  information, videos, webinars, and courses

On Campus workshops of various lengths and courses

On Site  half day, one-three-five-ten day workshops

All Creative Science Curriculum materials are supported by extensive 
Professional Development opportunities. The educational professionals at the 
Center for Mathematics, Science, and Technology at Illinois State University 
have designed and provide all services. 

On-line opportunities include information about the products, sample lessons, 
short videos, webinars, and courses. Workshops can be conducted on site or 
on campus in Normal, IL. They vary from a half-day to 10 days in length. The 
shorter workshops provide an overview, the longer sessions allow extensive 
experience with teaching lessons and assessing student progress. All training 
consists of actually doing the lessons and projects. 

You will be actively involved.

Parent/Tutor Development courses available for parent/tutor to enable full 
understanding and usage of the program to assist in student science learning.
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Professional Development A final note to teachers.

To assist you throughout the year we have created a symbol to make you 
aware that, within certain lesson plans, there is particularly useful correlation 
to certain components.

Below is a key to help you use the correct components.

Digital Frog 
The wonderful interactive software will help all students to learn content.

The Ellison videos help teachers with diverse student population to use arts 
to teach mathematics.

We all want to spend as much time outside in our wonderful world as 
possible.
This symbol shows that the lesson content works particularly well in an 
outside space.



How to contact us

Our teacher/writers are happy to discuss your rquestions and quirements:

By Telephone 866-417-9384 

By E-mail  info@tpspublishing.com

By Mail  TPS Publishing Inc.
   24307 Magic Mtn Pkwy #62,
   Valencia, CA, 91355

By Fax  800-578-5191

See more at  www.tpspublishing.com

To review our program please follow this link.

www.tpspublishing.com/math-adoption/texas
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